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Abstract

In MANET every host acts as a router when it is for-
warding a packet for other hosts. Here, routing proto-
col helps the intermediate nodes to forward a packet when
the mobile nodes are not in the same transmission range
therefore the routing protocol plays a significant role in
MANET for determining a route. Advantages is nodes are
self-organized and self- healing and self-management. The
nodes in Ad-hoc network need not depend on any hardware
and software, so it can connect and communicated quickly.
My works concentrate on Delay minimization, Energy con-
sumption, and Load balancing between source nodes to des-
tination node. Cross layer is a combination of physical
layer, data link layer, network layer. In this work is used
in military applications. This paper proposed algorithm
is Neighbor- Coverage Based Topology Control Algorithm
ITCDNCPR, algorithm concentrates on both is covered and
uncovered area in a network based on a signal strength. This
survey gives the full analysis technique for minimizing the
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delay in MANET.

Key Words : Congestion, Routing, Layers, Protocol,
Neighbor Coverage, metal ware, software, Neighbor Cover-
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1 Introduction

Mobile Ad-hoc Network [MANET]
Networks consist of the two types i.e., Cellular Network, Mo-

bile Ad-hoc Network. Cellular Network is also called as Mobile
Network, It is based on a fixed Infrastructure, provides guaranteed
bandwidth for communication. Here following the centralized rout-
ing and circuit switching routing. Circuit switching performance is
divided into two categories, Time

Division Switching, and Frequency Division Switching. Appli-
cations are used in civilian and commercial sectors. Mobile hosts
have relatively low complexity, high cost of maintenance. Major
goal of Cellular network is to maximize the call acceptance ratio
and minimize the call drop ratio. MANET is an infrastructure -
less network, and shared radio channels are used for functions. It
is fully based on a distributed Routing, Performance depends on
Distributed Routing. Mobile Ad-hoc network applications are used
in Battery Fields, Emergency Situations, and Disaster Recovery.
Mobile hosts require more intelligence and deployment in a quick
manner.

2 Types of Routing in Mobile Ad-hoc

Networks

Motivation is find a shortest path within minimum overhead and
quick delivery to destination without any packet loss. Mobile ad-
hoc Network is a topology and position based routing, Topology
based routing is of three types i.e., Proactive, Reactive, Hybrid.
Position based routing is of two types like Greedy forwarding and
Restricted Flooding routing. Proactive Routing is also called as
a unicast routing. In this, unidirectional path based transaction is
followed from source node to destination node, on an internet. Wire
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based connection is used for data transaction in a network, unicast
traffic is destined for a unique address. Example: FTP server is the
sender and computer is the receiver. Destination Sequence Distance
Vector is an enhanced version of Bellmen-Ford algorithm where
each node maintains a table that contains the shortest distance
along with the first node on the shortest path of every other in the
network. Here there will be no administrative host, Instead a host
with finite power in the routing table is maintained by each node
and complexity id DSDV is generated for maintaining tables. Each
node upon receiving a quick update, broadcasts it to neighbors in
order to propagate the broken link information for the propagation
of table update information to the entire network.

Fig 1.1 Routing Types

Wireless Routing Protocol is responsible for distance table. It
will maintain the routing information between sources to destina-
tion. Routing table maintain all the information while transmission
process link cost table maintain the link information and message
retransmission. It takes the retransmission process while link fail-
ure accrues. Cluster Gateway Switch Routing is able to control a
group of Ad-hoc host. Each node maintains two types of tables like
cluster member table and distance vector routing table information.
The mobile nodes are aggregated into cluster and a cluster head is
elected. All nodes in the communication range of the cluster head
belong to its cluster. Reactive Routing is also called as Multicast
routing ,More paths are used to find a shortest path, for sending
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data from source to destination node. If there is any path failure,
it easily finds another shortest path. Ad-hoc On demand Distance
Vector is good in updating the information about the link failure
accrues in a transaction path. Unwanted data are deleted from a
table. Benefit of AODV is Bandwidth efficiency, but it will take
a large amount of memory. Dynamic Source Routing is a simple
and efficient routing protocol designed for use in multi hop wireless
Ad-hoc networks of mobile nodes. It maintains two different tables
like Route discovery, Route maintainer. Temporally Ordered Rout-
ing Algorithm is highly adaptive, loop free, and discovery routing
algorithm, TORA process is based on the concept is link failure
and reversal.

Synchronous clock is required for source initiated process and
provides multiple routes for source to destination pair. This pro-
tocol maintains three phases 1) Route Creation, 2) Route Main-
tenance and 3) Route elimination. Associatively Based Routing
most important process is free from duplicate key, and this routing
performing retransmission process. Hybrid Routing is a combina-
tion of proactive and reactive routing, It was proposed to reduce
the control overhead of proactive routing and also decreases the
latency caused by route discovery in reactive routing protocol. Hy-
brid routing protocol are ZRP and TORA. Zero routing protocol
was planned to reduce the control over head of proactive routing,
and decrease the latency caused by the route.

3 Discussion on Delay

Delay constrain having a three methods like a transmission delay,
Propagation delay, queuing delay ,processing de-lay, occurred main
reason of a unstable link in a topology. Transmission delay is also
called as a store and forward delay is the amount of time required
to push all the packets bits into the wire. In this delay parameter
are L represent the Packet Length[Bits],R Represent the link band-
width[bps], Transmission delay formula is =L/R . Queuing delay
This term is most often in reference to routers. When packet arrives
at a router they have to be processed and transmitted. represent
the number of packets per second, λ represent the average rate at
which packet are arriving to be serviced Queuing delay formu-la is
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1(µ − λ) Propagation delay is the amount of time it takes for the
signal travelling from sender to receiver. Formula is To-tal Delay
=3T+3t+W1+W2, T represent the Transmission time, t represent
the Propagation delay,( W1,W2) represent the Waiting time. is
based MAC protocol for delay sensitive wireless sensor networks.

Using a Interference Based Topology Control Algorithm for in-
terference constrain and delay constraint [ITCD] method is to con-
vert the unstable link into a stable channel at the time complicate
constrain and interference is satisfied. In this manner we can easily
handle the intrusion and delay problem in a mobile ad-hoc network
with less power. Cross layer topology mechanism is the combina-
tion of physical layer, network layer, data link layer. Cross floor
idea are used for enhance the network topology.

Delay Identification in Hop by Hop Cross Layer Congestion
Control is combination of three main parts (1) Con-gestion detec-
tion,(2) Feedback peculiar sending and local congestion processing,
(3) Feedback peculiar processing in up-stream node. This approach
allows upper layer to better adapt their stages to various link and
network conditions. It im-proves the end to end performance in
given network resources. This layer faces difficulties like data rates,
quality of ser-vices. Cross Layer Design [CLD] signaling methods
likes Packet Header, ICMP Messages, Local Profiles, and Network
Services. Applications of Mobile Ad-hoc network is Military sce-
narios, Sensor networks, Rescue operation, Free Internet connection
sharing.

4 Survey for Area Coverage

4.1 Ali Mohamed E. Ejmaa et,al.

MANET have observer rapid development due to the low cost, di-
versity and simplicity of mobile devices. Such devices can generate
a reliable network in a short time for use as a rescue information
system after a natural disaster, where the connection infrastruc-
ture may no longer be needed or accessible. Because the packets in
such a network are free to move at any time in the vacancy of cen-
tralized control, routing is designed to be the most challenging is-
sue. Moreover, some routing protocols, such as neighbor Coverage-
Based Probabilistic Rebroadcast (NCPR), entirely rely on pre-set
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variables, which are required to be set by the system administrator
based on the scenario. Author proposes a novel routing proto-
col, neighbor-based Dynamic Connectivity Factor routing Protocol
(DCFP), that is suitable to dynamically probe the status of the
underlying network without the intervention of a system adminis-
trator depends on a novel connectivity metric, while minimizing the
R Request overhead using one new connectivity factor. Dynamic
Connectivity Factor routing Protocol the important contribution of
the proposed protocol is to replace the need for pre-set variables us-
ing a novel connectivity metric that provides accurate and strict in-
formation about the nodes. Furthermore, the protocol reduces the
RREQ routing overhead based on one new dynamic connectivity
factor, which extremely improves the overall system performance.

4.2 Seon Yeong Han et al.

Mobile Ad-hoc networks, local link connectivity is the major for
maintains a route recovery and route maintenance. Periodic hello
message is mainly used for collecting the local link connectivity in-
formation. Unwanted messages are deleted or stored as a draft at
the time of mobiles are not in use. Adaptive Hello messages are
reduce the unwanted messages at the time it does not disturb the
detect ability of broken links, that decrease the network overhead
and energy consumption. Adaptive Hello Message method dynami-
cally adjust hello intervals, at the same side it wont increase the risk
that a sender will sending data via broken link that has not been
detected by Hello messaging, this also called as a probability of fail-
ure of detecting a unavailable link[PFD]. T d means time for a link
failure Detection depends on periodic hello messages, formula is T
d = (Allowed Hello Loss0.5)Hello Interval). Hello Interval without
counting the event interval of a node can increase the problem of
sending a packet through an unavailable link.

4.3 Hiroki Nishiyama et al.

Sensor network having a challenges are minimizing the energy level,
interference and end to end delay. Using k-edge connected topol-
ogy control algorithm is construct robust typologies for mobile net-
works. Mobile network is based on a distributed routing and goal is
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minimizing the interference, power level and end to end delay. Ki-
Edge Connected Algorithm is easily suitable for a Mobile Network.
A chart having Ki-edge in a network, any of the edge is removed
means (Ki-1), which is not partition in a chart. All the graph val-
ues are based on local movement in a network. This method can
upgrade the practicality and scale ability of existing k-edge con-
nected topology control algorithms while guaranteeing the network
connectivity ,and more practical and scalable in MANETs.

A Neighbor Coverage Based Topology Control Algorithm for
Reducing Delay in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. The main drawback
in Mobile Ad-hoc Network is delay, Delay may produce by signals.
Signals having Low level of signal and high level of signals these
two may produce congestion in packet transmission time. Covered
and uncovered area is the main reason is producing signal problems
in network. First concentrating to Controlling the topology level
in network based on the neighbor coverage technique. Using the
ITCDNCPR is producing a better result compared to previous al-
gorithm that is ITCD algorithm. While using ITCDNCPR easily
improve the packet delivery ratio level, minimize the end to end
delay and normalized load routing parameter.
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5 Survey for Node Mobility

5.1 Jiangzhang Zhu, Qingsong Du et al.

Tactical MANET is mainly used in Battel field for making a tacti-
cal communication scope. Its a collection of wireless mobile knobs,
which can form a temporary and dynamic network no need of any
infrastructure. Routing is the basic technology of Ad-hoc Network,
routing types are Table-Driven, on-demand, and Hybrid Routing.
Table-driven routing protocol maintain a up to date table informa-
tion about routing table, so path is already exist so packet sending
is the only process. This routing may produce many overheads in
network. On-demand routing protocol is immediate path generat-
ing method based on user needs.

On-demand routing avoids the overheads of build a routing ta-
ble. Tactical communication is not work in effectively in Table-
Driven, on-demand routing so move to Hybrid routing, its a se-
quence of Table-Driven routing, on-demand routing after that named
as a Group Adaptive Hybrid Routing Algorithm. Many groups are
used in a communication, each group performing a different func-
tion. GAHRA is based on group mobility in Tactical MANET;
Group adaptive is providing a better result compared to are Table-
Driven, on-demand. Group Adaptive Hybrid Routing Algorithm is
suitable for tactical communication in network, and also minimizes
the end to end delay, normalized load and improves the packet de-
livery ratio.

5.2 Arash Dana, AmirMansour Yadegari and et
al.

Clustering is the important concept in Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANETs). Clustering provides a guarantee for basic level of per-
formances like through put, delay and security, availability, Mo-
bility. Clustering protocol called as On-Demand Group Mobility
Based Clustering with guest node (ODG-MGN), which is reactive.
The model process especially addresses the notion of group mobil-
ity in a MANET. Here ex-plained about guest node and cluster
level of performance evaluating the mobility. Generally clustering
having six types DS-clustering main process is detecting a weakly
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connected representing a set to reduce the number of nodes partic-
ipating in route search or routing table maintenance, , Low main-
tenance clustering provides a infrastructure for top of the layer

application with minimum cost , Mobility Aware clustering is
a tightly connected one and mobile nodes are used for pre-forming
a construction and maintenance process and same speed will be
maintained for cluster. Load balancing clustering

split the work for all the mobile nodes in network at the same
time limiting the range for nodes. Combined metric based cluster-
ing having several metrics in cluster configuration, including node
degree, ability, battery energy, cluster size, and adjusting their
weighting factors for different application scenarios. On-Demand
Group Mobility Based Clustering with guest node (ODGMGN) will
improve the Mobility level in network in better manner.

5.3 P. Basu, N. Khan, and T.D.C. Little.

Clustering is an important technique for improving hierarchy and
organization in MANET. It helps to downsize the complexity in
management of details about all the nodes. Mobile knobs are essen-
tially simplifying the bandwidth allocation.Novel Mobility Metrics
for Mobile Ad-hoc Network that is depends on ratio level. Ratio
is calculated by received energy level of successive transfer at any
node of overall nodes. Improving the scalability of routing service
is based on cluster formation. This cluster formation is sub-sequent
of mobile metrics. Using a NMMA simply measure the knowledge
not a perfect location. Here using a Distributed Cluster Algorithm,
cluster heads are act as a main roll and it leads a stable cluster in
a network. MANET follows a cluster based service, the metrics of
network performance is through put, delay, and these are tightly
connected to cluster reorganization. MOBIC algorithm used means
all the knobs are performing send and receive HELLO message to
all the neighbours and count the power levels of two successive
nodes. Finally MOBIC gives a several stable configuration, it will
automatically improving the performance.
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5.4 Mohsin Ur Rahman, Sohail Abbas et al.

MANET are generated by a integration of Mobile nodes (MNs),which
communicates and transfer the details using a wireless links. Sev-
eral protocols are created for a network its really valuable for note
that mobility, challenges in a protocols. Here Reference Point
Group mobility model (RPGM) suitable for the rout-ing, on-demand
routing, tabledriven routing protocol. Hop by Hop AODV supports
RPGM so it will generate a high stress-ful environment at the time
AODV gives a robust for RPGM model. These protocols are eval-
uated in terms of packet deliv-ery Ratio (PDR), dropped packets,
routing overhead and end-to-end delay. In this work is concentrate
on varied node densi-ty from low, high. So result also different per-
formance of routing protocol condition. Mobile Ad-hoc Network
provides best performance in large scale networks. AODV offers a
better result compared to DSR in faster, speed condition.

A group adaptive hybrid routing algorithm (GMITDNCPR)
for mobility in Tactical MANET is proposed and experimentally
proved in this paper. According to group mobility and generally
inner-group stable topology feature analysis in Tactical MANET,
two types of routing states, such as, stable-driven routing process in
stable groups and on-demand routing process between groups are
defined in GMITCDNCPR. Depends on this paper Group Adap-
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tive algorithm is a connector between proactive and reactive rout-
ing. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the
GMITCDNCPR has supe-rior performance and efficiency to any
simplex table-driven routing or on-demand routing, and it is more
suitable for rout-ing in Tactical MANET.

6 Performance Comparison

This graph representing a performance level of an Interference Cov-
erage Based Topology Control Algorithm for Delay IN MANET,
Neighbor Coverage Protocol Rebroadcast algorithm, and ITCD merged
with NCPR algorithm.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper gives a several methods function are used in MANET
for reducing Delay. Using Group Adaptive based neighbor Cov-
erage Topology Control Algorithm for Reducing Delay in Mobile
Ad-hoc Networks. The main draw-back in Mobile Ad-hoc Network
is delay, Delay may produce by signals. Covered and uncovered area
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is the main reason is producing signal problems in network. First
concentrating to Controlling the topology level in network based
on the neigh-bor coverage technique. Using the GAITCDNCPR
is producing a better result compared to previous algorithm that
is ITCD algorithm. While using GAITCDNCPR easily improve
the packet delivery ratio level, minimize the end to end delay and
normalized load routing parameter.
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